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Both a treasure trove and a can of worms opened when a poet-friend gave me 
two books by Paul Reps, Zen Telegrams and Gold and Fish Signatures.

The treasure trove is the phenomenal spontaneity and originality of Reps’ haiku 
(which he avoided calling haiku) along with his playful brushwork calligraphy. The 
can of worms is that this world traveler, this nomad monk, has been seemingly 
shunned by the modern haiku community.

In all the books on haiku I had read before discovering Reps, he was barely (if at 
all) mentioned. This is probably because his bent for the avant-garde goes 
beyond the intellectual, literary and academic norms that tend to shun childlike 
spontaneity and meditative states.

I had read Reps’ classic collection of stories and teachings, Zen Flesh, Zen Bones,
but why hadn’t I heard of him as one of the fathers of American haiku? 

One of my favorites of Reps:

crane: “my way is best”
worm: “my way is best”
stone: “stone”

Called variously “picture poems,” “poems before words,” and “zen telegrams,” in 
Reps’ exhibits,” the poems, on rice paper of various sizes, were scotch-taped only 
at the tops to horizontal bamboo poles strung from the ceiling at different levels, 
and electric fans were made to blow them gently (from “editor’s foreword” Zen 
Telegrams, Charles E. Tuttle Company, 1959.) Reps also studied with spiritual 
teachers in Asia.

One of the best stories I have ever heard about the power of words and art 
revolves around Reps’ haiku:

drinking
green tea
i stopped the war

In the early ‘50s, Reps, who was in his forties, had traveled to Japan en route to 
visit a respected Zen master in Korea. He went to the passport office to apply for 
his visa and was politely informed that his request was denied due to the conflict 



that had just broken out. Reps walked away, and sat down quietly in the waiting 
area. He reached into his bag, pulled out his thermos and poured a cup of tea. 
Finishing his tea, he pulled out a brush and paper upon which he wrote a picture 
poem. The clerk read the poem and it brought tears to his eyes. He smiled, 
bowed with respect, and stamped Reps’ passport for passage to Korea. 

(excerpt from Living in Balance, by Joel & Michelle Levey, at: 
http://www.paulreps.com/Main.asp ).

A haiku is like a bird call, and whether a raucous crow or a delicate chickadee—it 
can stop you in your tracks and change your direction.

Paul Reps was highly influenced by another unsung haiku (and haibun) hero, Zen 
Master Soen Nakagawa, who will be the subject of the next part in this series.

 II

Another unsung haiku hero is Zen Master Soen Nakagawa (1907-1984). He 
employed spontaneous and unorthodox teaching methods—for example, having a
“tea ceremony” using styrofoam cups and instant coffee! (Are we not sometimes 
too attached to form and thus miss the spirit of the moment?!)

Discovering a Soen haiku on a Zen-quotes calendar led me to websearch, then to 
his marvelous book Endless Vow: The Zen Path of Soen Nakagawa (Shambala, 
1996). Soen’s haiku have a depth and spiritual connection I often find missing in 
modern, even classical, haiku. While his poems may occasionally lack surprise 
and descriptiveness, they make up for it with simplicity and insight.

Young ox
plodding home
eternal spring

Then again, he can surprise, as Zen Masters are wont to do. One of Soen’s own 
favorites:

Aiming my penis
out over the steppes
awoken from a nap

To this he adds, “The word penis had never been used before in a haiku, and I 
was criticized for exposing such a thing! But a penis is just a penis. Nowadays 
there is confusion regarding sex. But in truth, sexual energy, like digestive 
energy, is God’s fine energy, Buddha’s energy, cosmic energy.” While I presume 
Soen’s statement is accurate, some have at least hinted. For example, in The 
Classic Tradition of Classic Haiku, Faubion Bowers footnotes a haiku by Nishiyama
Sôin (1605-1682) stating: “Tsuki idete can also be interpreted as a pun for an 



erection.”

From the Preface to Endless Vow: “Zen Master Soen Nakagawa was a key figure 
in the transmission of Zen Buddhism from Japan to the Western world. As abbot 
of the historic Ryutaku monastery, he trained monks and lay practitioners. Among
them were Robert Aitken and Philip Kapleau . . . . Soen Roshi [Roshi is Japanese 
for Zen Master] had a major impact upon Paul Reps, Maurine Stuart, Peter 
Mathiessen, Louis Nordstrom, Charlotte Joko Beck . . .” and others. 

Endless Vow is a combination haiku and haibun autobiography, plus biography 
(46-page introductory “A Portrait of Soen” by Eido Tai Shimano), and includes 
photos, plus Soen’s marvelous brush calligraphy with titles such as “Samadhi,” 
“Spiritual Interrelationship Mandala,” “True Man without Rank,” and “Let True 
Dharma Continue.” Each haiku has the Japanese, plus phonetic pronunciation in 
English. One of my favorites is:

Endless is my vow
under the azure sky
boundless autumn

Portraying detail is a specialty of haiku poets, yet how often can we condense the 
immeasurable in a graspable fashion?

After the Preface and Portrait, the Contents are, Part One: Ascetic Practice, 1931-
1949; Part Two: Early Years as Abbot, 1951-1959; Part Three: Teaching in the 
West, 1959-1972; Part Four: Increasing Seclusion,1973-1984; Postscript: “Where
Is The Master?” by Roko Sherry Chayat; Chronology; and Glossary. Of Soen as a 
teacher and Zen Master, Eido Tai Shimano writes in the introductory Portrait—“he 
opened his students’ eyes to the astonishing power of each moment.” A very 
haiku-like approach, indeed.

In the new zendo
all-pervading
fragrant breeze

This reads like a mirror reflection of Bashō’s old frogpond and new splash. 

If your interest in haiku and related arts also reaches out (or in) to Zen, Tao, and 
a more philosophical and spiritual approach, Soen’s work and Endless Vow 
provide a wonderful opportunity to learn of how a spiritual path and artistic bent 
can intertwine.

In the Spring/Summer issue, 32:2, the last of this three-part series will examine 
the religious and spiritual practices of the classical haiku Masters.
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